Spectrum, radial wave functions at origin, decay constants, weak decay widths, life time and branching ratios for radially excited conventional and hybrid B c mesons are derived within non-relativistic quark model framework employing Schrödinger equation by shooting method. Calculated results are compared with available theoretical results and experimental observations. This work may help in identifying the new discovered B c meson states at CDF ,LHCb and ATLAS. *
INTRODUCTION
B c meson consists of different flavored heavy quark-antiquark pair. It cannot be annihilated into gluons and can decay through weak interactions [1] [2] [3] only. Due to these characteristics, B c meson is considered a stable meson with narrow widths [4] .
B c meson was discovered in 1998 at Fermilab with mass 6.2749 ± 0.0008 GeV [1] . After decades of ground state B c meson discovery, ATLAS Collaboration observed a peak for mass of excited state B c meson at 6.842 ± 0.009GeV [5] ; however but LHCb Collaboration [6] observed different results. Recently, CMS Collaboration [7] observed two peaks for the excited states of B c meson, B + c (2 1 S 0 ) and B + * c (2 3 S 1 ). The mass of B + c (2S) is measured to be 6.871 ± 0.0012 ± 0.0008 ± 0.0080 GeV [7] . A mass difference of 0.0291 ± 0.0015 ± 0.0007 GeV is measured between two states [7] ; however exact mass of B + * c (2S) is still unknown. Theoretically, a variety of techniques are available in the literature to study B c mesons like quark potential model [8] - [18] , QCD sum rule [19] - [22] , the heavy quark effective theory [23] , lattice QCD [24] - [26] and Dyson-Schwinger Equation [27] .
Meson under study (B c ) may be conventional or hybrid and may be identified through their masses and decay widths. Hybrid B c mesons are studied in ref. [8] [21] . In this paper, nonrelativistic potential model and its extended form is used to find masses and radial wave functions at origin for conventional as well as hybrid B c mesons using Born Openheimer formalism and adiabatic approximation. Decay constants, weak decay widths, life time and branching ratios for radial excited states of conventional and hybrid B c mesons are calculated using these masses and | R(0) | 2 .
Potential models used for conventional and hybrid mesons are discussed in the Section 2 of this paper which were further used to calculate masses and radial wave functions at origin for the ground and radially excited state B c mesons by solving the Schrödinger equation numerically. The expressions used to find decay constants, decay widths, life time and branching ratios of B c mesons are written in Section 3. The results are discussed in Section 4.
Potential Models for Conventional and Hybrid B c Mesons
To study the properties of conventional B c mesons, following potential model [4] is used:
Here, α s , b, m q , m q and H T are the strong coupling constants, string tension, mass of quark, mass of anti-quark and the tensor operator respectively. Here m q and m q are the masses of b and c quarks, so can be written as m b and m c . Tensor operator is defined as:
such that
Here, L is the relative orbital angular momentum of the quark-antiquark and S is the total spin angular momentum. In this paper, properties of B c mesons are study for pseudo scalar mesons (i.e. L = 0). For L = 0, spin orbit and tensor terms are equal to zero [28] .
To find the mass of B c mesons, numerical solution of the radial Schrödinger equation
is found by employing the shooting method. Here U (r) = rR(r), product of interquark distance r and the radial wave function R(r). At small distance (r → 0), wave function becomes unstable due to very strong attractive potential. This problem is solved by applying smearing of position coordinates by using the method discussed in [29] . Parameters (m q = m b = 4.733 GeV, m q = m c = 1.3841 GeV, α s = 0.4035, b = 0.18, σ = 1.0765 GeV) are obtained by fitting the meson masses with corresponding experimentally known masses. Mass of the bc state is obtained after the addition of constituent quark masses in the energy E. Mass of pseudo-scalar and pseudo-vectorB c meson states are reported in Table 1 .
To study hybrid mesons, potential model for conventional mesons (mentioned above) is extended by considering an additional term ( c r +A×exp −Br 0.3723 ) [30] . Parameters A = 3.4693GeV , B = 1.0110GeV , and c = 0.1745 are taken from our earlier fit [30] to the lattice data [31] of the parameters of the effective potential form corresponding to the first excited gluonic state. For hybrid mesons, radial Schrodinger equation is written as:
Here, J g is the gluon angular momentum and Λ is the projection of gluon angular momentum. For the first gluonic excitation, J 2 g = 2 and Λ = 1 [31] . The masses of hybrid B c meson states are found by solving the above equation by shooting method and results are reported in Table  2 .
Decay properties of conventional and hybrid B c Mesons

Decay Constants
Decay constant is an important characteristic of mesons. Decay constants (f p ) of pseudo scalar and pseudo vector mesons depend on |R(0)| 2 . Following Van-Royen-Weisskopf formula [32] is used to find decay constants.
where M p is the mass of the corresponding B c meson. By incorporating the first order QCD correction factor, the decay constant can be written as:
where △ = 2 for 1 S 0 mesons and △ = 8/3 for 3 S 1 mesons. Decay constants for conventional and hybrid mesons are reported in Tables(3-4 ).
Weak Decay
According to the spectator model [2] , B c meson decay can be divided into three classes (i) bquark decay having c-quark as spectator, (ii) c-quark decay having b-quark as spectator, (iii) annihilation decay of B c meson. b-quark and c-quark decay widths of B c meson can be calculated by following expressions [2] [4] [16] :
where | V cb | and | V cs | are the cb and cs elements of CKM matrix. I used | V cs |= 0.9736 and | V cb |= 0.04214 taken from PDG [33] . G F is the fermi constant and equal to 1.166 × 10 Annihilation decay for pseudoscalar B c meson states (conventional and hybrid) can be calculated by the following relation defined in [2] [4] [16] :
where C q = 3 | V cs | 2 for cs, us and C q = 1 for ℓυ ℓ where ℓ = e, µ, τ . In the present paper, annihilation decay is calculated for τ υ τ and cs. Total decay width can be roughly estimated as the sum of b-quark, c-quark and annihilation decay,i.e;
For conventional mesons, decay widths for Pseudo scalar B c mesons are reported in Table 5 , while Table 7 contains the decay widths for hybrid mesons.
Life time
Life-time(τ ) of conventional and hybrid B c mesons is found by following relation:
whereh = 6.582 × 10 −25 GeV.sec
Branching ratio
Branching ratios of b-decay, c-decay and annihilation decay are found by taking ratio of corresponding decay width to total decay width. i.e,
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Based on nonrelativistic potential model, masses are calculated for the ground as well as radially excited states of conventional and hybrid B c mesons and reported in Tables (1-2) along with the experimental and theoretical predictions of other works. The results reported in Table  3 illustrate that radial wave functions at origin and decay constants for conventional mesons are decreasing toward higher radial excitations. But the situation is reversed in case of hybrids. For hybrids, radial wave functions at origin are increasing toward higher radial excitations. Pseudoscalar B c mesons have higher values of |R(0)| 2 and f p as compared to vector mesons. It is observed that hybrids have lesser value of decay constant than the conventional mesons. Decay width, life time and branching ratio of conventional and hybrid B c mesons are reported in Tables (5) (6) (7) . In Table 6 , conventional 1 1 S 0 state decay width, life time and branching ratio are compared with others. It is observed that my calculated life time is more close to the experimental result [33] as compare to others theoretical works. Branching ratio of b-decay, cdecay and annihilation decay for conventional meson are also very close to others theoretical results [4] . For conventional B c mesons, branching ratios of annihilation decays are very small as compare to b-decay and c-decay. In case of hybrid B c mesons branching ratios for annihilation decays are less than 1. This show that annihilation decay is rare for B c mesons. The agreement of results with others work shows the validity of my method. Using the extended potential model for hybrids, decay widths, life time and branching ratios are predicted for the hybrid B c mesons. It is observed that hybrids have less decay widths as compare to conventional B c meson. From these results, i conclude that hybrid B c mesons are more stable than conventional mesons with the same L and S. This work may help in recognizing the higher states of B c mesons that will discover at CDF detector, LHCb, and ATLAS. Mass, GeV [8] , GeV [35] [4], GeV [33] , GeV (1 3 S1) 1 − 6.3062 6.314 6.331 ± 0.004 ± 0.006 6.338 (1 1 S0) 0 − 6.2740 6.274 6.276 ± 0.003 ± 0.006 6.271 6.2749 ± 0.0008 (2 3 S1) 1 − 6.8845 6.855 6.887 (2 1 S0) 0 − 6.8717 6.841 6.855 6.871 ± 0.0012 ± 0.0008 ± 0.0008 (3 3 S1) 1 − 7.2905 7.206 7.272 (3 1 S0) 0 − 7.2818 7.197 7.250 (4 3 S1) 1 − 7.6323 7.495 (4 1 S0) 0 − 7.6255 7.488 (5 3 S1) 1 − 7.9374 - 
